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News Brief
President Md Abdul Hamid has asked the members of Bangladesh Army to stand by

the people along with ensuring the national security. The Head of the State made the call
while addressing at the sixth reunion of the Signal Corps of Bangladesh Army at Jashore
'Cantonment yesterday. The President said the Corps of Signals of Bangladesh Army is

playing a very significant and indispensible role being engaged in various communication

duties in the war time. Refening to the Bangabandhu Satellite-l launching in the space the

President said, the countrymen and Bangladesh Army have already started enjoying its
benefits effectively.

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina returned home last night wrapping up her three-day

official visitto Spain for joiningthe "Heads of State and Government Summit" of the 25th

Annual Conference of Parties at Madrid. A Biman Bangladesh Airlines special flight carrying

the Premier and her entourage members landed attheHazrat Shahjalal International Airport
in Dhaka at 12.40am.

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina is scheduled to inaugurate tomorrow the newly
constructed complex 'subarna Bhaban' for providing facilities to 600 challenged children.
Social Welfare Minister Nuruzzaman Ahmed said this while speaking at a press briefing
marking the National Disability Day at the conference room of Press Information Department

in Dhaka yesterday. The Minister said, a total of 103 one-stop centres for autistic children
have already been introduced at39 upazilas. Currently, 10 lakh people with various types of
disabilities are getting an allowance of Taka 700 per month from the government, he added.

Road Transport and Bridges Minister Obaidul Quader has said, all corrupt people

remain under surveillance and none of them will be spared. He said this while addressing the

triennial district council of Bangladesh Awami League in Narail yesterday. He urged the

party leaders and activists to make Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina's purging drives against

tenorism, corruption, drug abuse and extortion a success.

Information Minister Dr Hasan Mahmud has said, the purchasing capacity of
countrymen has increased over two and a half times in the last 11 years. He said this to the

reporters after attending a programme at Independent University of Bangladesh in Dhaka
yesterday. While replying to a query, he said that the proposed Mass Media Employees

(services and conditions) Act and Broadcast Act will be enacted soon.

Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs Minister Anisul Huq has said, the matter of
getting bail by BNP chairperson Begum Khaleda Zia in graft case lies completely with the

court, there is no question of any interference by government in it. He said this while
addressing a function in Dhaka yesterday. While talking about reforming Land Survey Act he

said, the act would be raised at the next parliament session and once refotmed, senior

assistant judges and assistant judges too would be able to conduct the concerned trial
alongside a joint district judge.

Education Minister Dr Dipu Moni has said, the government is working restlessly to

improve the standard of higher education aiming to create skilled manpower in the country.
She said this while addressing a function in Dhaka yesterday. She said, Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina has taken several steps to reorganize all the tiers of the country's higher

education.

Planning Minister MA Mannan has said, the government is working closely with
other countries of the region to find a suitable solution to the Rohingya issue. He said this

while speaking at a workshop at Gulshan in Dhaka yesterday.
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Bangladesh wants to get US$ 20 million from the Philippines, imposed on Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation as fine in the wake of the cyber heist at Bangladesh Bank
apart from seeking identities of the perpetrators involved in the stealing. Bangladesh raised

the issues at a Foreign Office Consultation between the two countries held in Dhaka
yesterday. Secretary of Asia Pacific Region in the Foreign Ministry Masud Bin Momen who
led the Bangladesh delegation at the meeting said, they sought cooperation from the

Philippines in a number of areas, including information, identities of some of the perpetrators

and some financial information.

A two-day Bangladesh-India shipping secretary-level joint committee meeting will
begin in Dhaka today to fix transshipment fees, seafarers' shore leave facility at Indian ports

and dredging works in port of call routes. Bangladesh's Shipping Secretary Abdus Samad will
lead a l5-member delegation of Bangladesh at the meeting to be held at Hotel
InterContinental in Dhaka while Indian Shipping Secretary Gopal Krishna will lead their 12-
member delegation.

A High Court bench yesterday asked the government to include the names of 208

freedom fighters in the gazette within 90 days and provide them with allowance. The High
Court passed the order following a writ petition by a number of freedom fighters in 2016

seeking cancellation of a government order.

A court in Dhaka yesterday ordered confiscation of the property of four fugitive
accused in the BUET student Abrar Fahad killing case. The court passed the order after
police submitted a report on the compliance of its earlier order to arrest the absconding

accused. Meanwhile, the authorities of BUET issued a notice on Monday outlining different
types of punishment for students to be found involved in ragging or any organisational
politics.

The Bangladesh athletes Al Amin, Marzan Akter Priya and Humaira Akhter Antara
won three gold medals all in karate events of the ongoing 13th South Asian Games in Nepal
yesterday. On Monday, Dipu Chakma, bagged the first gold medal for Bangladesh in the

taekwondo poomsae event at 29-plus-year category. The Bangladesh team till yesterday also

received 3 silver and2l bronze rnedals in various events.

President Md Abdul Hamid and Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina expressed deep shock

and sonow at the death of Language Movement Veteran Rawshan Ara Bachchu who died at

the age of 87 at a hospital in Dhaka yesterday.
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